More Fusing
Glass Art From The Kiln
There has never been a time as exciting as
today to be working in glass! A wealth of
glass materials are available for you to explore
in creating glass art. This 208 page hardcover
volume is an invaluable resource to help you in
forming glass in a kiln. 292 full color photos and
42 pages of how-to projects for both beginners
and experienced glass artists will take the mystery
out of this fabulous craft.
#7193
Beginning Fusing & Beyond
20 beginning fusing projects that teach a variety
of new fusing techniques. Includes vases, jewelry,
plates, clocks, wind chimes and more with
complete instructions, firing schedules and color
photos. 52 pg.
#7909

Destination Innovation
Lisa Vogt’s newest book contains 41 exciting,
fun and often super-easy new fusing patterns!
Choose from vases, clocks, candlesticks, plates,
picture frames and even glass sinks. Each
features System 96 glass, instructions and
complete firing guides.
#7291
Fire & Ice
Hot techniques for cool projects by Lisa Vogt.
Ignite your creativity with numerous fusing
techniques to create striking, artistic pieces!
More than 30 patterns for bowls, plates, and small
panels fused and slumped with gorgeous results.
#7240

Fun With Fusing
29 fun fusing projects perfect for small kiln.
Use your scrap fusing glass to make suncatchers,
trivets, coasters and more! Instructions and firing
schedules.
7643

Contemporary Fused Glass
208 pages of solid information on glass fusing,
slumping and kiln-forming techniques. Filled
with color photos and detailed descriptions of
techniques.
#7835

Warm Glass
Go beyond the basics with this comprehensive
instruction book on fusing, slumping and casting
glass. Hundreds of color photos & charts detail
numerous techniques for advanced kiln-forming
projects. An excellent reference book.
#7369

Exotic Art of Glass Bracelet Forming
Fused glass bracelets are a ‘hot’ fashion
accessory! The design possibilities are endless,
and this book demonstrates everything from
preparing the glass, to bending the basic shape,
to numerous decorating techniques. Over 100
photos and 18 beautiful bracelet projects.
#7461
Best Bottle Book Ever by Boyce
Boyce Lundstrom, a founder of the Bullseye
Glass Company, has embraced recycled bottle
glass as an endlessly available creative resource.
Fusing meets glass bottles - as Boyce explains
how to score, break, drill, engrave, slump and fuse
bottles to create whimsical and functional glass
art! See the Garden Mermaid, A Tree of Life from
Heinekin and Budweiser bottles and a crazy Angel
Fish mobile. Over 100 color photos, 48 pgs.
#7075

Raku Glass
Further exploration into the limitless possibilities
of glass fusing in the spirit of Raku Pottery. Find
a Raku freedom of unknown reactions while
using reactive dry enamels, copper sheet, wire
and other metals to produce fresh colorful and
fun glass fused art.
#7189

Kiln Fired Glass - Copper & Metal
Inclusions
A stimulating book by Boyce Lundstrom, a glass
fusing pioneer, explores fusing with copper and
aluminum inclusions (additions). By manipulating
the metals with embossing and coloring with
reactive dry enamels, awesome designs and color
effects can be created on fused glass. Take your
art in a new and exciting direction!
#7265

Fused Glass Mosaics
A spectacular book packed with 300 color
photos that is both instructional and inspirational.
Engaging text for understanding mosaic
techniques using fused glass with mosaic tiles
and great ideas for glass artisans of all skill
levels. Hardcover. 170 pg.
#7851
Mix & Match Six (6) Books For Quantity Discount!

Screen Melt System
Turn compatible scrap glass into
fascinating art. Glass is arranged on
the stainless steel wire wire mesh
and then melted through to the
dam below. The result is a tile of
kaleidoscope color that can be used
as is or re-slumped into a ceramic
mold. 8” square screen will last up
to 30 firings.
#SMS

